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A Combination of High Sensitivity and High Mass Resolution Imaging,
at Speed, with DESI XS on the SYNAPT XS HDMS

INTRODUCTION
Mass spectrometry imaging associates molecular information and the spatial

When combined, the

distribution of compounds within the investigated sample. The spatial distribution itself

new technologies

can deliver valuable supplementary information about the function and properties of
a compound, where typical LC-MS-based measurements require the homogenization

on the DESI XS used

of tissue, and therefore important specificities of compound localization is lost. Also, of

with the SYNAPT XS

paramount importance in MS imaging is the ability to effectively deal with the sample
complexity afforded by the direct analysis.

unlock the routine

Mass resolution is a measure of the ability to distinguish two peaks of slightly different

use of higher

mass-to-charge ratios ΔM, in a mass spectrum. In MS imaging when we apply enough

resolution modes,

mass resolution, we can start to tease apart the complexity of compound classes and
afford the differential visualization of components of very close m/z within the analyzed

while retaining

sample. This is of particular importance in the analysis of lipids from tissue sections due

speed of analysis;

to the number of near isobaric species and overlapping isotopic distributions.

producing high

Historically, to achieve improved mass resolution in imaging analyses, very slow scan

specificity imaging

speeds were required. This therefore resulted in inhibitory analysis times. With DESI™
technology improvements, this higher mass resolution can be achieved at scan speeds

analyses.

of 1 pixel per second and reduces analysis times to more routine levels.
Here we describe recent advances in DESI MS imaging technology that allow access
to higher levels of sensitivity. These in turn unlock higher levels of mass resolution, at
speed, bringing these capabilities in line with more routine analyses, and therefore
improving visual clarity in complex mixture examination on tissue. These advances
will form a key piece of the solution to the puzzle as the field moves towards systems
characterization at the molecular level.

DESI XS MS imaging source
on the SYNAPT XS.
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THE SOLUTION
The combination of DESI XS and MALDI has been
a powerful toolset for full spectrum molecular
imaging (FSMI) on the SYNAPT™ XS. FSMI
combines several analytical techniques in a
single platform to probe a wide range of spatially
distributed molecular ions. This is often used to
understand molecular function and physiology,
or to monitor the distribution of drug compounds
throughout a tissue or organism.
DESI imaging on the SYNAPT XS routinely
produces information-rich, spatially distributed
information from porcine liver tissue sections,
such as the extracted lipid images collected in
positive ion mode acquisition shown in Figure 1.
It is important to note that all modes of
acquisition on the SYNAPT XS retain their

Figure 1. SYNAPT XS imaging data with first-generation DESI XS showing lipid visualization on
porcine liver m/z 824.56 @100µm pixel size in different mass resolution modes of analysis.

base mass resolutions at speed.
With new advances in available technologies, the
DESI XS source now boasts a redesigned highperformance sprayer and heated transfer line.
As well as providing significant improvements
in usability, designed to address the skill and
set-up barriers to the adoption of DESI, it boosts
the performance of DESI as an MS imaging
technique to unprecedented levels.
A similar DESI imaging experiment to the one
shown in Figure 1 was performed on the SYNAPT
XS using the enhanced DESI XS source (Figure
2A). This combination acquires images with
increased clarity in all modes of mass resolution
(sensitivity, resolution and high resolution mode)
due to the augmented sensitivity afforded by
the enhancements. The increase in sensitivity
allowed the more routine use of the high
resolution mass space, via the high resolution
acquisition mode, which previously was limited
to the more abundant species present within the
tissue. High performance spray focus technology
also means that this high mass resolution
data can now be achieved at a higher spatial
resolution than previously. The higher spatial
resolution, dynamic range, signal-to-noise
mass resolution and spray stability combine to
routinely acquire images with outstanding clarity
without requiring any normalization.

Figure 2. SYNAPT XS positive mode imaging data with DESI XS new technology
enhancements. A. Lipid visualisation on porcine liver m/z 824.56 @50 µm pixel size
in different mass resolution modes of analysis. B. Zoomed 4 mm2 region showing
detailed tissue morphology. C. Example mass spectra from a single pixel acquisition.
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Figure 2B shows zoomed regions of the imaging experiment,
highlighting that there is no loss in spatial resolution as we
move to higher mass resolution modes of acquisition.
Figure 2C shows the mass spectra corresponding to a
randomly selected single pixel acquisition. While the use of
the higher resolution modes naturally results in a decrease of
signal, the enhanced sensitivity affords almost 2000 counts
per second (1 pixel) even at the highest mass resolution
acquisition, without a significant change in lipid profile. The
data is high quality and shows a true representation of lipid
complexity at every pixel location. In previous DESI imaging
systems, pixel-to-pixel variation would be commonplace at
higher resolution acquisitions, due to low signal-to-noise.
Figure 3 shows an example of the resolution achieved in the
high resolution mode experiment; the mass resolution has
been measured to be in excess of 50,000 FWHM at m/z 796.
Importantly, the mass resolution is maintained at speed.
The higher mass resolution acquisitions afford compound
separation not previously possible using modes of lesser
resolving power. Figure 4 shows how three distinct
distributions are observed, in negative mode, for a set of
low abundance peaks in high resolution mode. The signal
intensity of these ions is 18 times less than the base lipid peak.
Similar separation is not achieved using sensitivity mode in

Figure 3. Spectrum displaying the mass resolution of the MS imaging experiment
at high resolution acquisition, m/z 796.5 showing resolution >50,000.

consecutive tissue slices.

Figure 4. Negative mode high
resolution data.
A. Lipid spectra from a 4 mm2
region (1600 pixels) of tissue from
D with peak of interest indicated.
B. Expansion of the m/z 885.5
peak and its isotopic distribution
showing peak overlap.
C. Expansion of the m/z 890.6
peak in high resolution mode, with
sensitivity mode data overlayed,
multiple peaks are apparent in the
high resolution data that are not
separated in sensitivity mode.
D. Three color overlay of three
separated peak picked peaks
showing differing distributions
(Blue: m/z 890.50; Red: m/z
890.58; Green: m/z 890.60.
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The separation of the three components in high resolution

In addition to unlocking the use of high mass resolution, the

mode allows the generation of three discrete ion images

abundance of sensitivity can also be used to push the limits

(Figure 4D) showing differential compound distributions in

of speed and operate at smaller pixel sizes without sacrificing

the porcine liver. This is extremely important in aiding the

on limit of detection. Figure 5 shows the results of an imaging

understanding of the biological roles and pathways of these

experiment on mouse cerebellum performed at 10 pixels per

compounds within the tissue.

second with a 20 µm pixel size. The flow rate was also reduced
to 1 µL per min.
Figure 5. Positive mode images of a
mouse cerebellum, @ 20 µm, 10 scans
per second.
Top left: m/z 788.7; Top middle: m/z
834.7; Top right: m/z 845.6.
Bottom left: three color overlay: Red:
m/z 834.7; Green: m/z 788.7; Blue:
m/z 845.6.
Bottom right: expansion of area
indicated in three color overlay.

Solvent composition

Flow rate
µL/min

Gas
pressure

HTL
Temp. °C

Scan speed
(Scans per second)

Figure 1

98% MeOH 2% water

2

72

n/a

1

Figure 2

98% MeOH 2% water

2

15

370

1

Figure 4

98% MeOH 2% water

2

15

370

1

Figure 5

98% MeOH 2% water

1

15

370

10

Table 1. Experimental conditions for imaging experiments.
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CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the benefit of the DESI XS enhancements in combination
with the SYNAPT XS on lipid analysis in porcine liver and mouse brain.
The improved sensitivity afforded by the high-performance sprayer and
heated transfer line routinely unlocks higher mass resolution modes of
analysis, at speed, which in turn provides previously impossible lipid
discrimination in the visual domain. Discreet lipid images are obtainable
which gives a previously unseen view of components within the porcine liver.
Together, the combination SYNAPT XS and enhanced DESI XS takes MS
imaging to unprecedented levels, while actively making MS imaging more
routine and accessible to a wider, less experienced audience.
DESI XS MS imaging source is deployable across the Waters™ MS portfolio,
providing scalable imaging on an application wide basis, including the
SELECT SERIES™ MRT, the SELECT SERIES Cyclic™ IMS, the SYNAPT XS, and
the Xevo™ G2-XS QTof. Waters DESI MS imaging solutions and ongoing nextgeneration developments will be invaluable in future-proofing imaging needs.
If you are looking for a low sample preparation method to easily, quickly and
accurately answer the question, “where is this component in my sample?”,
the enhanced DESI XS MS imaging source is the way forward.
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